
Enable your staff to manage electronic patient orders more efficiently.

Orders Mgmt. Benefits
·  Eliminate Paper-Based Orders

·  Reduce Human Error

·  Coordinate Care Across Locations

·  Accept Common Diagnostic Orders

·  Integrated With EMRs

·  Create a Uniform Experience

Patient Experience Above All:

Give your patients the experience they demand 
through decreased wait times and elimination of 
last-minute order verification phone calls and 
paper processes.

Traditional Orders:
Every day patients are given paper clinical diagnostic 
and ancillary service orders that won’t be filled 
that same day or at that same location. Entering 
electronic orders create their own problems. When 
your patient finally arrives for their service, finding 
their order across disparate electronic systems can 
be cumbersome and time consuming for staff. 

Your patients can now show up at any location across your 

health system to have their electronic order filled, anytime.
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Contact us today:

Learn how MDfit can streamline the orders process by reducing human error and enabling 

your staff to handle electronic patient orders more efficiently.

It’s time to eliminate lost paper orders.

Why It Works
MDfit allows all clinical staff to quickly find and release outstanding outpatient electronic 

orders when a patient presents for services at a different date or location from when or 

where the order was originally placed. Our unique search functionality works without 

requiring detailed data entry or knowledge of the source or destination clinical systems.

How It Works
A provider places an electronic order into 

one of your clinical systems. The patient is 

instructed to show up at any appropriate 

location to fill their order. Behind the scenes, 

MDfit’s HL7 listener gathers those orders from 

the originating system and holds them in a 

queue until the order expires or the patient 

arrives for their service. When the patient 

arrives, your staff can quickly identify the 

outstanding order. With one simple click, MDfit 

forwards the order to the correct destination 

system (i.e. laboratory, radiology, pathology) 

and determines if a new encounter number 

is needed for registration and 

billing workflows.


